
Allowing for greater product visualization within apparel. 

Providing a 360 degree view of various products

Customers often have an issue understanding how 
certain products look on websites. Currently, products 
are represented with just 2-3 photographs which 
don’t do the product justice. 

40% of online customer returns occur because the 
customer believes the item did not look as intended. 

Creating 360-3D visualization of a product. 

Develop a generator that creates a 3D-360 
visualization of the product.

Functionality to add hotspots which aid in provision 
of immediate information to the customer. 

Allows for embedding of a 360-3D visualizer within 
the product display page and associate the 360-3D 
visualizer with a product ID through a simple 
dashboard. 

Easily generate 360° visuals of your product and embed it onto the main page with a single link. You can maintain 
your entire catalogue from a single dashboard.

Upload your set of images and add 
in product details

Choose the angle of rotation for 
the product display page

Directly embed onto your product 
display page with the help of a 

simple link 

Work alongside Celio marketing team and ANS 
commerce product display page(PDP) teams

Develop a SaaS solution that allows easy creation of 
360-3D visualization with hotspots providing key 
pieces of information right on the sprite itself. 

Reduced Returns of products purchased

Increased Customer Engagement - Click Through 
rates and user dwell time

300% increase in average time spent on a PDP page 

75% more conversion compared to flat photos 

60% reduced returns 

150x more engagement on the canvas compared to 
multiple images. 
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Case Study: Changing the Product Display page for Fashion.

Watch Demo Video

We wanted something different and more engaging as we 
were gearing up to launch our India website. Loved Scapic's 
solution to help our buyers visualise the products in 360 and 
3D. They delivered very close to what we had in mind, we wish 
to take this further globally

Customer, Head of E-Commerce & Marketing 

https://youtu.be/j7Oau1yAoJU

